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Abstract
The in uence of shadow from a broken cloud layer at top of a convective boundary layer (CBL) on the
turbulent  ow structure in the layer is investigated. The study addresses fair weather shallow convection
over dry land surfaces as exempli ed by a high-resolution satellite observation. A three-dimensional Monte-
Carlo radiative transfer calculation reveals the strong reduction of net solar  ux in the shadow of such clouds
with some enhancement between the clouds. The turbulent convection is studied using a simple conceptional
model and a large eddy simulation. The models assume total shadow below clouds, instantaneous response
of the vertical heat  ux to shadow, and the kinematic association of clouds with updrafts in the upper CBL.
The study shows that the convective motion is necessarily nonsteady in case of vertical shadow. With shadow
the convective turbulent motions are of smaller scales compared to the reference case without shadow. Any
asymmetry due to shadow for non-zero solar zenith angle has only very small impact on the turbulent motion
 eld.
Zusammenfassung
Der Ein uss von Schatten einer durchbrochenen Bewo¨lkung am Oberrand der konvektiven Grenzschicht auf
die Struktur der Turbulenz in der Grenzschicht wird untersucht. Die Studie befasst sich mit der Konvektion
bei Scho¨nwetter u¨ber trockenen Landober a¨chen wie beispielsweise in einem hochau o¨senden Satelliten-
bild sichtbar. Eine drei-dimensionale Monte-Carlo Strahlungstransportrechnung zeigt die erwartete starke
Reduktion des solaren Netto-Strahlungs usses im Schatten und eine Zunahme der Strahlung zwischen den
Wolken. Die turbulente Konvektion wird mit einem einfachen konzeptionellen Model und einer Grobstruktur-
simulation untersucht. Das Modell unterstellt totalen Schatten unterhalb der Wolken, sofortige Reaktion des
vertikalen Wa¨rmestroms auf Schatten und die unmittelbare Bildung von Wolken im oberen Teil der Aufwinde
der konvektiven Grenzschicht. Es zeigt sich, dass die Konvektion bei vertikalem Schatten nicht stationa¨r sein
kann. Mit Schatten ist die konvektive Turbulenz kleinskaliger im Vergleich zum Referenzfall ohne Schatten.
Unsymmetrien infolge Schattens bei schra¨gstehender Sonne haben nur einen sehr kleinen Ein uss auf das
turbulente Bewegungsfeld.
1 Introduction
A layer of broken clouds at the top of the convective
boundary layer (CBL) casts a spatially and temporally
variable shadow. The shadow reduces the solar contri-
bution to the heat budget at the surface and hence re-
duces the upward heat  ux from the surface into the at-
mosphere. The change in heat  ux causes a change in
buoyancy inside the boundary layer which drives the tur-
bulent convective motions and feedbacks on the forma-
tion of clouds and their shadows. This paper addresses
the consequences of these interactions on the structure
of turbulence in the CBL.
We expect the largest feedback of shadow on convec-
tion over homogeneous dry land surfaces, with low ther-
mal inertia, for fair weather with weak mean wind. Over
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oceans or wet land surfaces, the thermal response of the
surface due to changes in solar  ux by broken cloud
layers would be small. For strong winds, the convec-
tive structure is mainly controlled by shear at the surface
and wind reduces the impact of surface inhomogeneity
on convection (HECHTEL et al., 1990). Therefore, this
study concentrates on the case of a horizontally homo-
geneous adiabatic bottom surface at which the upward
heat  ux responds without any delay to changes in the
solar radiation due to a broken cloud layer at the top of
a shallow convective boundary layer. We do not study
any longwave radiative effects. The study contributes to
the understanding of the impact of temporally varying
surface heat budgets on the structure of turbulence. It is
known that convection reacts most strongly to surface
inhomogeneities which have a horizontal scale of the
same magnitude as the scale of convective motions itself
(SCHUMANN, 1991). Since the scales of the shadow are
clearly correlated with the scales of convection, a sig-
ni cant sensitivity of convection to shadow is to be ex-
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pected. One may even conceive the possibility that an
inclined shadow for a sun outside the zenith causes a
preference for convective circulation in a certain direc-
tion, which in turn could drive a horizontal motion either
in the direction of or opposite to the shadow.
Surprisingly we found no study of this problem in the
literature. Much is known about turbulent convection in
the boundary layer, both for dry and cloudy conditions
(see, e.g., DEARDORFF, 1974; STULL, 1988; NIEUW-
STADT and DUYNKERKE, 1996; PLATE et al. 1998;
LOBOCKI, 2001). Several studies have considered stra-
tocumulus convection over oceans which is driven radia-
tively by infrared cooling at cloud top (e.g., NICHOLLS
and LEMONE, 1980; DEARDORFF, 1980; BRU¨MMER
et al., 1985; NICHOLLS, 1989; PENC and ALBRECHT,
1987; PLATE et al., 1998; MOENG and SCHUMANN,
1991). Boundary layers with broken clouds have been
observed over land (e.g. KIEMLE et al., 1997). How-
ever, the variation in upward heat  ux from the surface
due to shadow and its impact on the turbulent struc-
ture of convection has not yet been addressed. Certainly,
it is a trivial observation that the short-wave  ux be-
low clouds is reduced compared with the non-cloudy
case; this has effects on the local temperature, humid-
ity, and even on aerosol properties (KAPUSTIN et al.,
1974). Clouds in uence the structure of convection as
indicated by mesoscale clouds coinciding with the cen-
tre (closed cell) or the boundaries (open cell) of the
convective cells at scales considerably larger than the
boundary layer depth (ATKINSON and ZHANG, 1996;
CHLOND and MU¨LLER, 1998).
The turbulent structure in the dry CBL for weak
mean winds over a homogeneous land surface is con-
trolled by the depth of the boundary layer (H) and the
upward temperature or heat  ux Q w T (here w
and T represent the deviation of vertical velocity and
temperature from the respective horizontal mean values;
brackets denote horizontal mean values). This  ux
induces a buoyancy forcing bgQ of kinetic energy (with
volumetric expansion coef cient b 1 T0, absolute
air temperature T0, and gravity acceleration g). The con-
vective velocity  eld scales with w bgQH 1 3, the
spatial structure of the convection scales with z H where
z is the height above the surface, and time and temper-
ature scale with t H w and T Q w (DEAR-
DORFF, 1970). The turbulence near the surface depends
also on the surface roughness scale z0 (MONIN and YA-
GLOM, 1971). At low mean wind speeds, the CBL de-
velops a convective pattern with strong local updrafts
surrounded by larger areas with slower sinking motions.
This has important consequences for the vertical mix-
ing processes (WILLIS and DEARDORFF, 1981; WYN-
GAARD and BROST, 1984; SCHMIDT and SCHUMANN,
1989, EBERT et al., 1989; SCHUMANN, 1989, 1993). In
the horizontal, the size of convective cells scales with
the depth of the boundary layer H but its actual size
may become large depending on the boundary condi-
tions (DO¨RNBRACK, 1997).
In this paper, Section 2 discusses the problem by ref-
erence to a satellite observation and a radiation trans-
fer computation of the short-wave  ux reaching the
surface under cloudy conditions. Section 3 describes a
simple conceptual model which is used to show that
shadow causes a non-steady response of convection to
the shadow. Thereafter, we simulate shadow effects us-
ing a large eddy simulation (LES) method described in
Section 4. The LES code MESOSCOP (SCHUMANN
et al., 1987) has previously been applied to simula-
tions of the CBL and compared with CBL simulations
from other LES methods (NIEUWSTADT et al., 1993).
The code has also been applied to other boundary-layer
studies, including the convective boundary layer over
an inclined surface (SCHUMANN, 1990), the neutral
boundary layer (ANDRE´N et al., 1994), and a convec-
tive boundary layer over a wavy surface, both with zero
and non-zero mean  ow (KRETTENNAUER and SCHU-
MANN, 1992; DO¨RNBRACK and SCHUMANN, 1993).
Here, the LES is performed for a dry CBL in which the
effects of shadow from clouds are included by assum-
ing that clouds are present in the top part of updrafts
within the CBL. This simpli cation may be justi ed as
a  rst step towards the qualitative under-standing of the
effects of shadow on turbulent convection. We show and
discuss the LES results in Section 5, and in Section 6,
we draw the conclusions.
Figure 1: Broken clouds at top of a boundary layer over land
as observed by the Modular Optoelectronic Multispectral Scanner
(MOMS) onboard the Russian space station MIR over an area of
28 28 km2 size, south-east of Poitiers, West France at 11 UTC
22 June 1998. North is toward the top of the  gure (picture provided
by A. DRESCHER, DLR).
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Figure 2: Nadir radiance as simulated by a three-dimensionalradia-
tive transfer code MYSTIC (left panel) compared to an observation
by the MOMS satellite sensor (right panel). The size of both areas is
6 7 6 7 km2. North is toward the top of the  gures.
2 Impact of convective clouds on short
wave radiation reaching the surface
The occurrence of broken clouds at top of the CBL
is a common situation under fair weather conditions.
For example, Fig. 1 shows a satellite picture of a layer
of broken clouds at the top of a boundary layer over
land, south-east of Poitiers, West France. The picture
was taken shortly before noon in June. It covers a re-
gion of about 28 28km2, with a spatial resolution of
18 m. White clouds are casting dark shadow regions to
the north and below the clouds on the otherwise bright
land surface. The size of the clouds is on the order of
a few (1 to 3) kilometres horizontally, i.e. of the same
magnitude or little larger than the expected depth H of a
typical CBL over land at this time of the day.
Clouds generally increase the atmospheric albedo
and reduce the amount of solar radiation reaching the
surface. Hence, the surface radiation  ux and conse-
quently the mean amount of heat  ux Q driving the tur-
bulent convection from the surface will be reduced in
the presence of clouds. In addition, broken clouds cause
small-scale variability in the surface  ux. The surface ra-
diation  ux depends on the geometry of the clouds and
the spatial distribution of the liquid water content and
droplet size distribution within the clouds. These details
are not known for the case shown in Fig. 1. For compu-
tation of the radiation  eld a three-dimensional radiative
transfer model is required. The code MYSTIC (Monte
Carlo code for the physically correct tracing of photons
in cloudy atmospheres) can be applied for such purposes
(MAYER, 1999; MAYER, 2000).
For illustration of the effects, Fig. 2 (top panel) shows
a result of a simulation with MYSTIC of the radiation
 eld in a cloud topped boundary layer with a shallow
broken cumulus for which the liquid water content and
droplet size distribution were taken from a previously
performed large eddy simulation (STEVENS et al., 1998,
1999). The nadir radiance computed with MYSTIC for
this case shows the bright cloud sides which are illumi-
nated by the sun and the shadows to the north, quali-
tatively similar in structure to the satellite observation
shown in Fig. 1 and repeated in comparable scales in
Fig. 2 (right panel).
Figure 3: Integrated short-wave  ux at the surface along a line at
x = 2.5 km of the scene shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. The min-
ima correspond to regions in the shadow of clouds. The horizontal
lines denote the mean values with (long dashed) and without (short-
dashed) clouds.
Fig. 3 shows the integrated short-wave surface  ux
along an arbitrary line through the LES results at the
surface. In the shadow of the clouds, in particular be-
low clouds with large water content, the amount of solar
radiation reaching the surface is considerably reduced
compared to non-shadow regions. The non-shadow re-
gions in between the clouds receive more solar radi-
ation due to scattering from illuminated cloud sides.
In this particular example, the solar  ux reaching the
ground on average over the whole domain is reduced
by about 10% due to increased albedo. In the shadow
regions, the short-wave  ux reaching the surface is re-
duced by about 75% compared to the cloudless value.
Between the clouds the  ux is increased to about 105
to 110 % of the cloudless value. Increases to 125% and
more have been observed (SEGAL and DAVIS, 1992).
Both the shadows beside the clouds and the increase of
the surface  ux between the clouds are typical three-
dimensional phenomena.
The example shows that the radiation  eld can in
principle be calculated with a three-dimensional radia-
tive transfer model. However, such methods are very
time-consuming. On a grid of 192 192 pixels, the cal-
culation of integrated solar  ux at the surface with a
statistical uncertainty of 10% takes more than an hour
of computational time on the current hardware (INTEL
Pentium III, 600 MHz). With a small workstation clus-
ter (16 or 32 processors), this number can be reduced
to only a few minutes which is small enough to make
a LES with a full 3D radiation calculation feasible. For
the present study, however, a simpli ed model is used.
The model assumes zero solar  ux reaching the surface
in the shadow of clouds and adjusts the  ux between the
cloud shadows such that the mean is a constant value Q.
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3 Conceptual model
In this paper, we do not simulate the details of clouds
physics but simply assume that clouds form in the up-
per part of the CBL in regions with upward motions and
have the same density as clear air. This is a strong sim-
pli cation because clouds form only after some time in
an updraft and decay some time after the updraft has
ceased, and cloud air differs in density from clear air.
However, we assume that the simple concept suf ces
for a  rst study of shallow convection. Hence, we simu-
late kinematically the shadow from clouds in a CBL as
sketched in Fig. 4. The  gure shows a simple convec-
tive cell with a cloud forming in the top part of the up-
draft. This cloud causes a shadow, which is shifted hor-
izontally relative to the cloud’s position. The horizontal
shift depends on the boundary layer height and the solar
zenith angle.
We distinguish three cases: A – no clouds and no
shadows; B – clouds and inclined shadow; and C –
clouds with vertical shadow. Case A without clouds is
the reference case for which the heat  ux from the sur-
face is Q0. In cloudy cases, the mean surface heat  ux
Q is usually less than Q0, and this may cause different
boundary layer depths. In this study the results are pre-
sented normalised with the actual surface heat  ux Q
and boundary layer depth H so that these parameters do
not enter the simulations.
Case B (with clouds and inclined shadow) allows for
situations where the surface directly below the cloud re-
ceives a  ux Q q larger than the mean while the down-
draft area receives a  ux Q q, less than average heat
 ux. Here q is the disturbance relative to the horizontal
mean. The case B depicted in Fig. 4 is special in that the
inclined shadow coincides with the down-draft area and
as such may enhance the convective cell. Case C with
clouds and a vertical shadow is another special case. In
this situation, the cloud shadow cuts off its own driv-
ing force by reducing the buoyancy gained from the sur-
face heat  ux. Other geometric con gurations will occur
Figure 4: Model concept of convection with cloud formation in the
top part of the updraft and shadows for 45 inclination.
in reality with intermediate inclinations and other ver-
tical and horizontal scales, but the presented cases are
suf cient to demonstrate that shadow may in principle
enhance or reduce convection. For quadratic cells, solar
zenith angles in the range from 0 to 45 might be mod-
elled by varying the value of q in the range from Q to
Q.
Figure 5: Four grid cell con guration in a vertical plane with mean
circulation and surface heating, assuming a cloud in the top part of
the updraft in cell 3.
To simulate these situations with a most simple con-
ceptual model, we use the con guration with four grid
cells sketched in Fig. 5. The equations of motion for this
case are the same as derived in detail in SCHUMANN
(1991). We do not repeat that derivation but explain the
structure of the equations: The temperature T1 in grid
cell 1 satis es a heat budget with horizontal and vertical
advection of heat with resolved and subgrid scale speeds
u and u and w and w and heat source Q q,
VdT1 dt u u h T2 T1 (3.1)
w w b T1 T4 Q q b
and similarly for the other grid cells with temperatures
T2, T3, and T4. Here h H 2 is the height of the grid
cells, b is the width of the cells, V hb is the cell vol-
ume (per unit length in the third dimension), u is the
horizontal velocity, w is the vertical velocity (uh wb
for continuity), u and w are velocity scales represent-
ing turbulent velocity  uctuations causing the subgrid
scale mixing in horizontal and vertical directions, re-
spectively, across the surfaces between the grid cells, Q
is the mean heat  ux and q the heat  ux disturbance due
to shadow at the surface of grid cell number 1. The sub-
grid velocity scales u and w are different in the two
directions and are determined from a common isotropic
turbulent velocity scale v 3Esgs 2 1 2, as a function
of the kinetic energy Esgs of the subgrid scale turbulent
motions. The latter is determined by integrating a sepa-
rate budget equation which includes the production rate
of turbulence energy by shear, the buoyancy forcing and
the dissipation of kinetic energy by small-scale motion
inside the grid cells. Details are given in Eqns. 18, and
49 to 51 of SCHUMANN (1991).
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Figure 6: Normalised updraft velocityw/w in the conceptualmodel
versus time t/t in case A: no shadow, B: shadow with 45 inclina-
tion, C: vertical shadow. The scales w and t H /w are formed
with the mean surface heat  ux Q applying for each case.
After elimination of vertical velocity and pressure
from the equations of motion using the continuity equa-
tion (SCHUMANN, 1991), the remaining equation of mo-
tion for horizontal velocity u between the cells is given
by
V 1
h2
b2
du dt
bg T2 T3 T1 T4
h2
2
(3.2)
4u h3 b3 4w b u u 2b
The  rst term includes the effective mass of the  uid
due to horizontal and vertical acceleration, the second
term is the buoyancy forcing, the third term describes
subgrid scale mixing of momentum and the last term
friction at the surface. Here u is the surface friction ve-
locity which is computed from u, Q, and surface rough-
ness z0 according to the Monin-Obukhov relationships
(SCHUMANN, 1991).
The system has an analytical steady-state solution
(SCHUMANN, 1991), but knowledge of the steady so-
lutions is not suf cient for this study. For the non-steady
case, the 6 coupled ordinary differential equations for
T1, T2, T3, T4, u and Esgs are integrated numerically. The
non-steady model is applied for cases A, B and C, with
q 0 for A; q Q for B and q Q for C. In all three
cases we set z0 H 10 4, and set the horizontal scale to
b 2H , because a horizontally inhomogeneous surface
heat  ux causes the largest effect on the convection for
b close to this value (SCHUMANN, 1991).
Fig. 6 shows the results for vertical velocity for
the three cases A, B, and C. The plot shows the nor-
malised velocities. In all three cases the velocity scale
is w bgQH 1 3. The normalised asymptotic values
for cases A and B are w w 0 64 and 0.98, respec-
tively. Note that the value of w is computed with the
average heat  ux Q reaching the surface. If the surface
heat  ux Q in the cloudy case would be 50% of the non-
cloud value Q0, the velocity scale w would be a factor
of 0.79 times smaller than w0 bgQ0H 1 3, because of
the third power dependence of w on Q. For this case,
the vertical velocity is 0.78 w0 for case B and 0 64w0 for
case A. Hence the vertical velocity in case B is larger
than for case A also when accounting for a factor of
2 reduction of Q by the cloud shadow. The convection
with shadow is stronger than without shadow because
the solar heating effectively coincides with the convec-
tive structure.
Case C (vertical shadow) produces motions with
smaller amplitudes and shows an oscillating but decay-
ing vertical velocity. This decaying oscillation is caused
by a sequence of effects: As soon as an updraft and a
cloud form, the shadow shuts off the initial surface heat-
ing driving the convection. As a consequence, the air
in the updraft cools and after some time the air in the
updraft gets cooler than in the downdraft. The resul-
tant buoyancy force decelerates the convective circula-
tion. After some time, the circulation changes sign be-
cause of negative buoyancy in the former updraft. Then
an updraft and a cloud form in the neighbouring cell
causing the same sequence of effects with opposite sign
but at smaller amplitude and at shorter time scales. For
the present case with zero heat  ux from the surface
in the shadow, a state is eventually approached with
high frequency velocity sign changes and near zero ve-
locity magnitude. In other words, for complete vertical
shadow, no meaningful steady state with non-zero ve-
locity exists. Although these are highly simpli ed situa-
tions, this simple analysis shows that the turbulent con-
vection for shadowed cases has smaller time scales than
the convection in the non-shadow case.
4 Large eddy simulations model
We consider a domain of horizontal size Lx Ly 12H ,
and a vertical size of Lz H . The details of the top
boundary are not considered to be important. We as-
sume for simplicity an adiabatic free-slip top boundary
which approximates a strong inversion layer at top of
the domain. This is done because in this case we do
not need to simulate the  ow  elds in the atmosphere
above the CBL. The bottom surface is taken as a spa-
tially homogeneous rough surface with roughness z0.
In the reference cases, z0 H 10 4, which is also the
reference value used in previous simulations (SCHMIDT
and SCHUMANN, 1989). Clouds are assumed to form at
z 0 8H when w 0. This is the easiest way to repre-
sent cloud shadows in the model, but is admittedly a far-
reaching simpli cation. For the case with a zero shadow
inclination angle, the pattern of the shadow at the sur-
face is just the same as the pattern of the  eld with w 0
at z H 0 8. For a 45 inclination, the shadow pattern is
shifted by 0 8H into positive x-direction. At the bottom
surface, the vertical heat  ux is positive and spatially
constant in grid cells belonging to sunny regions and
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Figure 7: Lines of constant vertical velocity w/w versus horizontal coordinates x/H and y/H at altitude z/H 0 25, and time t/t 15 of
the LES. a) case A, without clouds; b) case B, shadow at 45 ; c) case C, shadow at 0 .
zero in grid cells belonging to the shadow region ver-
tically (case C) or inclined (case B) below the “clouds”.
The heat  ux in the sunny regions is determined such
that the average over the whole surface equals the con-
stant valueQ. The  ux in the sunny region varies slightly
with time depending on the area fraction covered by up-
drafts but approaches a constant value in the  nal quasi-
steady state. The zero heat  ux in the shadow regions
implies total darkness. This assumption is made to re-
duce the number of parameters in this explorative study.
For the same reason, we assume zero mean wind. Lat-
erally, the LES code assumes periodic boundary condi-
tions in both horizontal directions with equal periodicity
lengths Lx and Ly.
The LES is performed using grid spacings Dx Dy
Dz H 16, i.e. with 192 192 16 grid cells. The time
step is set to about 0 01t as required for numerical sta-
bility of the explicit integration scheme. Initial condi-
tions describe constant mean  elds with small random
disturbances. The computed  ow  elds are nonsteady
from the beginning and do not become steady in its lo-
cal values. The simulations are integrated over a time
period from 0 to 30t , which is a long period compared
to the turn-over time scale of the largest convection cells
(about 3t ). This is done to make sure that any statistics
computed at later times from the three-dimensional non-
steady motion  elds represent the quasi-steady statistics
of the turbulent motions.
5 Large-eddy simulation results
We present simulation results for the three cases as be-
fore: A – no shadow, B – shadow with 45 zenith angle,
C - vertical shadow. Fig. 7 shows the vertical velocity
w w in a horizontal plane versus x and y at z H 0 25
at t t 15 of the LES for the three cases. We see tur-
bulent structures with different horizontal scales which
will be quanti ed using spatial correlation analysis later.
It appears that with shadow, the vertical motion  elds ex-
hibit shorter horizontal scales than without shadow. The
results for cases B and C are similar without any major
difference in the structure and scales of turbulence.
Figure 8: Mean total kinetic energy Ekin u u v v
w w 2 in the computational domain of the LES versus time
for cases A to C.
Fig. 8 shows the average mean total kinetic energy
Ekin, which is the sum of kinetic energy of motions at
resolved and at subgrid scales, averaged over the whole
CBL from bottom to top and over the whole domain lat-
erally, versus time. After a transition from near zero the
averaged kinetic energy approaches a quasi steady state
at times larger than about 15t . The energy is largest for
the case without shadow (A), and smaller for the two
cases (B and C) with shadow of different inclination.
Hence, in contrast to the conceptional model, the LES
results do not show stronger convective motions in the
case with inclined shadow compared with the case with-
out clouds. This different result might be caused by a
less coherent motion structure in the LES compared to
that assumed in the conceptional model. For case B, con-
 gurations in which the sun just shines below an updraft
and enhances the upward motion occur only occasion-
ally within the LES but were assumed to be present al-
ways in the simple model.
The different mean kinetic energies in cases A to C
depicted in Fig. 8 imply different length scales: The ki-
netic energy Ekin of the turbulent motions in the bound-
ary layer is created by buoyancy  ux bg w T and
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Figure 9: Normalised horizontal correlation between temperature
 uctuations at any two positions in a horizontal plane separated hor-
izontally by a distance r H at two altitude levels z H 0 125 and
0.75 in the LES for the three cases A, B, and C.
dissipated by turbulent dissipation e. Shear plays no role
for the mean kinetic energy in this case because of zero
mean wind with zero mean shear. Hence, the total ki-
netic energy, integrated over the whole domain, satis es
dEkin dt dz bg w T dz edz (5.1)
In the horizontal mean, the buoyancy  ux bg
w T is the same for all cases – linearly decreasing
from the positive surface value at the bottom to zero at
the top boundary. Hence, in steady state, the integral of
e must also be the same in all simulations. According to
the classical inertial subrange concept (KOLMOGOROV,
1941), e scales with kinetic energy Ekin and a suitable
integral length scale of turbulence L as
e Ekin3 2 L (5.2)
Hence, different levels of Ekin imply different sizes
of the length scale L of turbulence. The results shown
in Fig. 8 imply smaller length scales L for the cases
with shadow than in the reference case. The cases B
and C show no difference as a function of shadow incli-
nation. This conclusion is consistent with the structure
observed in Fig. 7. The tendency of shadow to cause
smaller length scales of motion structures can also be
supported by analysis of horizontal correlation scales
such as derived from the correlation coef cient,
TT z r T x y z t T x r y z t (5.3)
Fig. 9 shows the correlation coef cient for z
0 125H and z 0 75H versus the horizontal distance r
between the two points in one horizontal plane for which
the temperature correlation is computed. The correlation
is largest (equal to the local variance) for r 0 and de-
cays with growing distance r, gets negative when cor-
relating warm updraft air with cold downdraft air and
vice versa and decays to zero at large distance r. The
distance r where the correlation decays to a certain frac-
tion (say 50%) of its value at r 0 can be interpreted as
a length scale of turbulence. We see that the correlation
decreases to about 50% of its initial value at a distance
r which is about 20–40% shorter in cases with shadow
than in the reference case without shadow, and decreases
over shorter scales with r at the lower altitudes than at
higher altitudes in the CBL. Hence, the turbulence with
shadow is formed by temperature variations of smaller
scales than without shadow, in particular at lower alti-
tude.
Fig. 10 shows the results of the LES in terms of hori-
zontally averaged turbulence variances and temperature
 uxes for the cases under consideration. The results for
the reference case A are as described in KRETTENAUER
and SCHUMANN (1992) for the same boundary condi-
tions. The temperature  ux decays linearly in all cases
from the surface value Q to zero at the adiabatic top.
The small deviation from the linear shape in the  rst
grid cell is unimportant; it is caused by using different
numerical approximations in analysing the  uxes com-
pared to those used in the numerical integration scheme
(SCHMIDT and SCHUMANN, 1989). The horizontal ve-
locity  uctuations are largest near the bottom and top
surfaces because these barriers convert vertical motions
into horizontal ones. The horizontal velocity  uctuations
are smaller by about 20-40% in cases with shadow than
in the case without shadow. This is in line with enhanced
dissipation by small-scale motions inside the  ow and
by surface friction at the lower boundary. The vertical
velocity variance is largest in the middle of the CBL, as
expected because of strongest updrafts at those levels,
and slightly larger in the bottom part of the CBL than
in the top part of the CBL because of larger buoyancy
 ux, causing a stronger buoyancy forcing of kinetic en-
ergy in the lower part. With shadow, the vertical velocity
variance is smaller mainly because of smaller convec-
tive scales causing larger internal dissipation. Surface
friction does not play an important role for the vertical
velocity variance. The reduction in vertical variance is
larger in the upper part than in the lower part of the CBL,
which indicates that the shadows cause smaller scale
vertical motions in particular in the upper CBL. The tur-
bulence structure and statistics is found to be more or
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Figure 10: Normalised vertical heat (temperature)  ux w T and variances u u and w w of horizontal (x-direction) and
vertical velocity  uctuations versus altitude for the four cases simulated with the LES.
less the same for 45 inclined and vertical shadow (cases
B and C). This indicates that the structure of the CBL is
still mainly controlled by the internal dynamics of the
CBL and not much by the coherent shift in shadow.
Finally we looked for the possibility that an inclined
shadow induces a systematic motion into a horizontal
direction. The solar heating does not cause a horizontal
force directly. However, it appears conceivable that con-
vection with inclined shadow prefers a certain circula-
tion orientation relative to the sun. The mean circulation
may drive a mean motion of the whole layer into one di-
rection after momentum exchange with the surface. The
momentum exchange depends on the surface roughness.
However, the LES results do not show any signi cant
mean motion, neither of the case B described above nor
for a case with enhanced surface friction.
6 Conclusions
A  rst, explorative study of the in uence of cloud
shadow on the turbulent structure of the cloud-topped
convective boundary layer has been presented. The
model study is based on assumptions which need to be
overcome in future studies if one is interested in more
realistic cases. This is true in particular with the assump-
tions of total shadow and zero heat  ux from the surface
below clouds, instantaneous response of the vertical heat
 ux to shadow, the kinematic association of clouds with
updrafts in the upper CBL, and the assumption that the
buoyancy of the air depends only on the temperature and
not on other cloud parameters such as liquid water con-
tent. Moreover, the CBL is treated as a uniform layer
between a rough surface and an adiabatic free-slip upper
boundary at  xed height. Hence, it does not consider the
impact of cloud formation on the depth of the bound-
ary layer. Finally the study assumes zero mean wind for
which the impact of any inhomogeneity in surface  uxes
on convection should be largest. However, the study al-
lows one to draw some conclusions on the effects of tem-
porally and spatially variable surface heat  uxes, caused
by shadow, on the turbulent structure of the CBL.
The conceptual model shows that the convective mo-
tion is necessarily nonsteady in case of vertical shadow.
Once updrafts and clouds form, they cause shadows
which reduce their own driving buoyancy and hence,
counteract their existence. If the shadow formed from
a cloud in an updraft is inclined such that it reduces
the surface heat  ux just below the neighbouring down-
draft, while the sun shines below the cloudy updraft, the
shadow may enhance the circulation by heating below
an updraft and cooling below a downdraft. However, this
is the case only under very special conditions for a small
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subset of cloud structures. The LES study shows no ma-
jor difference in the turbulence for the two inclination
angles considered. Hence, such an enhancement of con-
vection by shadow does not appear to be important.
The LES study shows convective structures that are
clearly of smaller scales and appear to be more chaotic
if shadow is included compared to the reference case
with the same mean surface heat  ux. This is re ected
both by the integral length scale of dissipation and by
horizontal correlation scales of motion and temperature
 uctuations. We could not  nd a systematic mean drift
induced by the inclined shadow.
The reduced scales found in convection with shadow
and the enhanced scales which are known to occur
with latent heat release in mesoscale convective cells
(CHLOND and MU¨LLER, 1998) appear to be consistent:
Whereas shadow causes a cooling of the air in the up-
draft below the clouds and hence a negative feedback on
buoyancy forcing, latent heat release causes a warming
of the updraft and hence a positive feedback on convec-
tion.
It would be of interest to study the correlation be-
tween vertical heat  uxes and shadow from observa-
tions. For example, how quickly does the vertical heat
 ux follow changes in shadow? Also it might be of in-
terest to perform LES studies with more realistic cloud
physics and a radiative transfer model (such as MYS-
TIC) in order to compute more realistic changes in
the solar heat  ux arriving at the surface as a function
of cloudiness. The formation of liquid water in non-
precipitating clouds and the effect of latent heat release
and the liquid water on buoyancy could be rather eas-
ily implemented assuming that all water vapour above
saturation gets converted to liquid water (DEARDORFF,
1980; MOENG, 1986). For precipitating clouds the sur-
face should become wet and shadow effects should be
reduced because of smaller response of the heat  ux
from a wet surface compared to a dry one. Inclusion of
such physics into the LES would make such studies far
more computer time demanding. However, the results
obtained so far show that the structure of the CBL may
change considerably and the mean turbulence variances
and scales may change by about 20–40%, which may
justify such re ned studies in the future.
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